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WHAT IS AN ENGAGEMENT SHOOT

W H AT I S A N
ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
An engagement shoot is simply a photoshoot for an engaged couple.
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WHY DO AN ENGAGEMENT SHOOT

WHY DO AN
ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
Engagement sessions are a terrific way for us to get to know each other, for you
two to get a little practice having a camera trained on you and most importantly,
for you to have some wonderful, personal and heartfelt images of this amazing
time in your lives together.
Engagement photos document this fresh, beautiful time when you are newly
engaged. This is the beginning of your family, the first family portraits you will
take, and you get to choose how you will look to your children and grandchildren
when they go through your book of engagement photos. Can you imagine how
wonderful it would be if you could see a book of your young grandparents in the
styles of their day?

A R E YO U A L I T T L E N E RVO U S TO B E FO L LOW E D
BY A P H OTO G RA P H E R O N YO U R W E D D I N G
D AY S ?
Most couples experience an initial shyness to having a camera follow them for a
day. An engagement session is a great way to do dry run for the big day. It allows
us to get to know each other a little better and it helps you feel more comfortable
in front of a camera.
It also gives us an opportunity to teach you a few tips and tricks for posing that
will allow us to enhance your strongest features and minimise any areas that you
see as problem areas.
An engagement session is a great opportunity to get to know you as a couple
much better. The better I know you, the more I can anticipate candid moments
on your wedding day and more importantly I will understand things that are
significant in your relationship as a couple.
Remember, my team and I will spend almost the entire day with you on your
wedding day and we would love for you to see us more like friends than random
strangers.
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“Remember, my
team and I will
spend almost
the entire day
with you on your
wedding day and
we would love
for you to see us
more like friends
than random
strangers!”
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WHEN TO DO AN ENGAGEMENT SHOOT

WHEN TO DO AN
ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
Anytime you like in the months leading up to your wedding! Preferably at least
3 months out from your wedding if you would like some framed photos or an
engagement book for display at your wedding reception.
Since we have the luxury of picking the absolute best time of day for your
engagement session, we’ll plan it for the beautiful light at the end of the day, in
the hours before sunset. Famously referred to as the golden hour, nothing can
compare to the gorgeous, soft and flattering light that wraps around you as the
sun descends towards the horizon in that last hour of daylight. Once we pick
your day, I’ll let you know what time works best, but if you are planning around
work, travel and hair/makeup appointments, know that we will be aiming for
around two hours prior to sunset.
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WHERE TO DO AN ENGAGEMENT SHOOT

WHERE TO DO AN
ENGAGEMENT SHOOT
I love a location that fits the couple, but I also want to ensure that the light
and location are ideal for photography. We talk in general terms of a location
that you would like (beach, urban, forest, etc) and any locations that are of
significant importance to your relationship (your first date, where he proposed,
etc). I’ll make suggestions about what fits that feeling, yet will yield us great
photographs.
Many couples opt for a location that is different from their wedding – beach
wedding couples sometimes choose an engagement session in the city;
vineyard wedding couples take it to the beach for their engagement sessions.
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W E D D I N G DAY T I M E L I N E

W H AT TO W E A R
DO’S
•

DONT’S

Solid colours have a more timeless and
classic look than anything with a lot
of patterns, but I love seeing patterns
emerge in accessories, like scarves,
headbands, hair pieces and jewellery.
That being said, a single piece of clothing
eg. a shirt or dress with a pattern is still
great if matched with other solid block
clothing.

•

Your shoes will show in photos, so don’t
forget about continuing to define your
styles in your choice of shoes.

•

Keep the level of dress consistent with
one another, eg. Boardshorts with a
t-shirt on him does not match well if she
is wearing a formal dress.

•

Items of clothing with logos as these will
date your photos where solid colours
create a more timeless effect

•

Avoid head-to-toe black or white or big
stretches of busy patterns

•

Light colours will add weight; darker
colours subtract. Multiple layers can
also add bulk.

•

Avoid anything in the super bright neon
spectrum because it doesn’t read as
well on camera.

HOW MANY OUTFITS SHOULD WE BRING?
Some couples opt to change into something more casual after some time in their primary
outfit. You’re welcome to do it if our location allows!
I recommend sticking to no more than two outfits in order to maximise our time together, since
we will be focusing on the available light left before the end of the day. If you’d like to change
into an additional outfit, realise that this has an impact on the amount of time that we are able
to spend shooting, especially as the sun begins to drop. Make sure it’s something that can be
easily changed into at our chosen location.
If you opt for two outfits, women might want to consider choosing one outfit that is tailored
or slim-fitting to show the lines of your body, and then another that is looser and with more
movement. Flowy dresses or skirts are always gorgeous; anything that shows movement will
translate beautifully to photography.
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THE COLOUR WHEEL
The colour wheel can be used to find complementary colour
schemes. Complementary colours are best used against the
intended background in your shoot location.
Complementary colours create the most amount of colour contrast
in a scene and therefore make you stand out more dramatically than
other colour schemes.

EXAMPLE 1
We have decided to do a shoot by the
ocean. The ocean is predominately blue
and its complementary colour is orange.
An orange (or yellow or red) dress would
therefore pop dramatically in an image
against a blue ocean or blue sky.

EXAMPLE 2
We have decided to do a shoot in a forest.
The forest is predominately green and its
complementary colour is red. A red dress
would then create the most dramtic colour
pop against a green forest, vineyard, or
countryside.
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HAIR, MAKEUP & SKIN

HAIR MAKEUP & SKIN
HAIR
If you choose to have your hair professionally done, this is the perfect opportunity
to get to know your hair stylist for the wedding day and hold a practice session.
Make sure your hair will stay where you want it so you don’t have to touch it. Comb
hair spray or mouse into wet hair right before you style it. If you use more than a
tiny bit of product on dry hair, it will look oily or stiff on film.
Get your hair off your face, I want to see your entire face. If you feel like you’ll need
to push your hair off your face frequently, pin it back instead. Avoid fly-aways,
bumps, and messiness.
Make sure your hair is clean. Like your skin, any oil on your hair will look extra
greasy on camera. Wash and style your hair right before the shoot, or as near as
possible. If you’re prone to oily hair, bring some hair powder with you to the shoot.

MAKEUP AND SKIN
If you choose to have your makeup professionally done, this is the perfect
opportunity to get to know your makeup artist for the wedding day and hold a
practice session. If you are going to apply your own makeup, the following tips will
ensure you are camera ready.
PREP
Get a good night’s sleep to ensure you are properly rested to avoid those dark
shades around your eyes. Make proper nutrition a priority, minimising sugar
and processed foods to avoid breakouts. Most importantly, ensure you are well
hydrated on the day of your shoot.
P R I O R TO A PPLYING MA KEUP
Prior to applying any makeup cleanse and apply toner to your face. Only apply
moisturizer if your skin is dry to very dry. If your skin is a bit more oily, skip to the
next step. The camera will pick up on dry or overly oily skin.
P R I M ER
Be sure to begin with a primer to create a smooth starting point for the rest of your
look. A good primer goes a long way toward achieving smooth, photo-ready skin
that will last through your whole event.
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FO U N DAT I ON
Choose a foundation that’s right for your skin type and
made to be photographed. Ensure that foundation closely
matches your skin colour. Skip the mineral makeup; it
reflects light and can make your skin appear grayish or oily.
Use liquid matt foundation as a base as it will help your
skin to look smooth and even, plus it will combat shininess.
Powder foundation can look cakey and doesn’t last as long
as the liquid variety. It’s best to avoid any varieties with builtin sunscreen, can appear as a white mask-like substance in
photos. Use a makeup brush to blend the product evenly
into a natural-looking finish.
CON C E A L E R
Use concealer on any the problem areas that still stand
out. Usually, the best areas to conceal are around your
nostrils, the shallow area underneath your eye and into any
laugh lines. Use a minimal amount of concealer and blend
well. The flash of a camera will bounce off of makeup, so
it’s important that you use a concealer brush or a makeup
brush to harmoniously blend with your foundation.
T RA N SLU C ENT POW DE R
Lightly sweep powder over the center of the forehead, the
center of the nose, and your chin. Apply it as a final step, so
you can tell where you really need it. It will remove shine
B LOT T I N G PA PE R
If you know you might get oily, particularly in the warmer
months, consider bringing blotting papers. Blotting paper is
also very useful for men, who generally prefer not to where
any makeup at all.
E Y ES
If you’ re doing your own makeup, keep in mind that our
cameras are always focused on your eyes. Take extra care
to lengthen and separate your lashes. Ensure if you are
tinting your eyebrows or eye lashes, that this is done at least
3 days prior to the shoot.
E Y E B R OW PE NCIL
Eyebrows add structure to the eye. A fuller brow also makes
your face look younger and fresher, but be careful not to
overdo it. Fill the brow in a natural way by using an eyebrow
pencil to create hair-like strokes within the brow as you fill.
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HAIR, MAKEUP & SKIN

E Y E S H A DOW
Using three colors (a neutral, a darker shade, and a highlighter) will make your
eyes appear brighter and larger in pictures.
Start with a classic defining shape. Neutral shadow over the lid will even things
out, darker shadow in the crease will make your eyes pop, and highlighter at the
inner corner and on the brow bone will brighten up the darker areas of the eye.
Ensure you use your brush to blend so that you can’t see where one shadow
begins and the other ends.
E Y E L INE R
Use a skinny brush so you can apply a thin liner very close to the lashes. The
closer to the lash and tighter the line, the better.
M ASCA RA
Apply mascara to top and bottom lashes by saturating the roots first and brushing
out to the ends of the lashes. Apply a second coat if desired.
FA K E E YE LAS H ES
If you are considering using fake eyelashes on your wedding day, it is a good
idea to use this time as a practice run in front of the camera; particularly if you
have never worn fake eyelashes. I find that many people with fake eyelashes blink
considerably more than if those without. Don’t risk having your eyes closed in all
your wedding photos, make sure you test them for your engagement shoot first.
BR O NZE R & B LUS H
Sweep bronzer over the jawline, temples, sides of the nose, and just under the
cheekbones. Use a natural-looking blush after your bronzer to add tone and
dimension to the cheek. Much like with eyeshadow, the most important part of
using bronzer, blush is to blend.
L I P ST ICK
Don’t use bright red lipstick; it will look garish on camera. A small amount of lip
gloss will help to maintain the look of your lipstick throughout the shoot.
F I N A L T IPS
Overall, keep makeup subtle. That means neutral colors and reasonable amounts.
Don’t stray too far from your everyday makeup (or lack thereof).

SKIN
Be careful in the days and weeks before your engagement session and wedding,
sunburned and deeply tanned skin never looks good in photographs (and also
worth noting that you’ll be a different colour than everyone else in your photos).
I can’t tell you how many spray tanned brides I have seen look orange in their
photos. If you are going to spray tan before your shoot, avoid too much colour as
this problem cannot be fixed in Photoshop.
14
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FAQ’S

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D
QUESTIONS
SHOULD WE BRING OUR DOG
I love when couples include their pup for some of their engagement session! It
takes a little planning to make sure it all goes smoothly, but can result in some
very fun and memorable photos with your furry family member. Let me know if
you’d like to try it, and we’ll be sure to choose a location that allows dogs. Before
you decide for sure, talk it over with your partner, and consider your dog’s abilities
and personality. If your dog isn’t likely to listen and respond to commands, if your
dog doesn’t do well with strangers or if your dog is a challenge to manage a
round other dogs in a public place, it might be more stressful than fun to have
photos with your pup.
I F YO U ’RE B OT H G A ME TO TRY, HERE ARE A FEW TIPS:
•

Bring a pet wrangler -someone you and your dog both know and trust. We’ll
start the session with pet shots, then your wrangler can take the dog, leaving
the three of us to take photos. It’s important to have them leave the area and
not linger, since it can be hugely distracting for you two if the wrangler and
pup are with you for the whole session.

•

Next, please make sure your dog is well exercised earlier in the day. The real
key to success here is a serious exercise session designed to tire them out, not
just a 30-minute walk immediately before the session.

•

Consider your clothing, and plan ahead, will your outfit be wrecked if a paw
lands in your lap?

•

And finally, you’ll want to come prepared with everything your dog needs to
be happy and cared for -leash, extra water, water bowl, poop bags and highvalue treats, to help them pay attention when they are on camera.

CAN WE BRING OUR KIDS?
Definitely. It takes a little planning to make sure it all goes smoothly, but can
result in some beautiful and memorable family photos. Bring a child wrangler someone you and your children both know and trust. We’ll start the session with
family images, then your child wrangler can take the kids, leaving the three of us
to take photos. It’s important to have them leave the area and not linger, since it
can be hugely distracting for you two if the kids are within sight or sound.

SAMANTHA OHLSEN PHOTOGRAPHY
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W H AT I F I T R A I N S ?
We rarely postpone an engagement session
due to a small or moderate amount of rain
because:
•

Your schedules are busy, and rescheduling
is hard.

•

My schedule is busy, and rescheduling is
hard.

•

You probably already have a hair and/or
makeup appointment booked.

Besides, between reflections, umbrellas, gum
boots and ducking under romantic overhangs
(plus the gorgeous soft light of an overcast sky),
photographers secretly love rainy day sessions.
If there is heavy rain, lightening, high winds or
any conditions that make it unsafe for travel or
photography, we’ll definitely reschedule.

W H AT S H O U L D W E B R I N G
WITH US?
I love when you bring a prop or two that tells
the story of you two, as individuals or a couple.
So bring your rugby jerseys, bikes, your soccer
ball or your dog. Show the world that he’s
addicted to People and you can’t put down The
Economist. It’s not required, but it can help you
be more relaxed when you have something in
your hands, and it can be a lot of fun! However,
it is worth noting that props that are not able
to easily interact with (like that hand-carved
wooden salad bowl he gave you) may not
translate into photography as welI as, say, the
guitar he serenades you with every evening.
You get the idea: we want to photograph your
love, not items in your life, unless they relate
directly to your story as a couple.
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FAQ’S

W H AT TO D O W I T H
YO U R I M AG ES
END PRODUCT OPTIONS
More so than your wedding pictures, engagement photos have the ability to
showcase your personal style and your real life together. Engagement pictures
may well be the images you’ll want to decorate your home and your office with,
from framed table-top images and a coffee-table book to a canvas over your
lounge. Many couples choose to use their engagement photos for their save-thedate cards, newspaper announcements, wedding reception decor and in a guest
sign-in book. With so many uses, you’ll want to make sure you look your absolute
best and most relaxed in them.

“Engagement pictures may well be the images you’ll
want to decorate your home and your office with.”

SAMANTHA OHLSEN PHOTOGRAPHY
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Our most popular option is a metallic framed photo
that can then be bought to your wedding reception.
Most couples place this together with their guest
signature book as part of the decoration for their
wedding.
A large canvas can make a beautiful show piece
in your home.
A guest signature board can make a great
alternative to a wedding guest book. Simply choose
your favourite image from your engagement
session. We then will have it framed without the
glass panel and bring it to your wedding reception.
At the end of the reception, we collect the guest
signature board to finalise the framing and insert
the glass panel in front.
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